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GHOST
of Gleason Archer
spooking Suffolk

Mitt Romney and David Wyatt
to speak at commencement
Sam Homefries
Melsisa Harmon
Tag Team Champions

at Suffolk, even though,
you know, I graduated from
Harvard," Romney added with
a slight tone of pompousness.
“I
feel
like
Suffolk’s
graduates can learn a lot
from a 15 minute mashup
of anecdotes, motivational
tips, and keys to success I’ve
learned over my long career,”
Romney said, noting he had
“something for everyone to
take away” from his speech,
including
LGBT
students,
female students, international
students, and those who
identified with the 99 percent.
But mostly he wanted to
speak to the hearts of those
who aspired to be in the 1
Photo by Flickr user DonkeyHotey percent one day.
“I just really wish, looking
Romney's official
back, that my graduating class
campaign photo
had a successful businessman
who could speak to those

Suffolk
University
announced Monday the former
Governor and Presidential
candidate Mitt Romney will
deliver a joint commencement
speech to Suffolk’s Class of
2014.
“We are very excited to host
Governor Romney this spring.
We think his speech will be
a wonderful final experience
for this year’s graduating
class, something they’ll always
remember," said University
spokesman Ari Gold.
In an interview with The
Suffolk Journal, Romney said
he felt he had a lot of good
advice to share with graduates.
“I’m really excited about ."^^^“py'tot^'awng SeeMrrr/WYATrpage2
this speech," Romney said. “It's

Melsisa Harmon
Journal Mom
On a cold, foggy Thursday
afternoon, a Suffolk University
student walked pensively down
Temple Street rushing to class.
Fred Jones, a sophomore
and spirit major with a minor
in phenomena put his studies
to good use, as he could feel
there was a presence on the
brick-laden street.
“Whhhhaaaatttt
is
happpeninnggg
to
my
Uniiwersittyyyy," Knight heard
echoing down the street. Chills
went up and down his spine,
and suddenly, the Ghost of
Gleason Archer was standing
before him.
Since that day, Gleason
Archer has been spooking
around campus on a near
constant basis, making it
known to students and faculty
that he is displeased with
Suffolk.
Jones
has
had
many
conversations with Gleason,
and sat down with The Suffolk
Journal to discuss what was
said.
“Gleason told me he has
emerged on campus because he

is upset Suffolk put Fenton on
the market," Knight recalled.
“He told me ‘Fenton is the
heart and soul of this campus
and 20 Somerset will never be
to me what Fenton was.”'
Other students have said
Gleason gave them the same
message. Senior Marucia said
“Gleason told me he will haunt
20 Somerset for 100 years if
Fenton gets sold."
Marucia said she has
reason to believe Gleason is
already haunting some parts
of campus.
“For years people have
been spooked by ghosts in 10
West," she said. “It’s definitely
Gleason."
Gleason is also supposedly
the reason students have been
getting stuck inside elevators.
Two students said they heard
Gleason's voice while they
were trapped.
Despite rumors that last
week’s evacuation of Donahue
was due to a steam leak, a
university official and Marucia
believe Gleason was just trying
to have a little bit of fun.
Students have described
Gleason as about eight feet tall
and “ghostly white and mostly

President McCarthy caught
taking ciasses at Emerson Coiiege
Hanlc Moody
Writer Extraordinaire

The
Suffolk
Journal
recently
went
undercover
and
discovered something
surprising: President James
“Jimbo" McCarthy has actually
been taking night online/
hybrid courses at Emerson
College.
He has been taking these
classes since fall 2013, and
some people have attributed
these classes as the reason why
McCarthy loves hybrid courses
so much.
“I always thought it was
because he just wanted to
save money for the school,”
said Professor Malory Archer,
a close friend of McCarthy and
the aunt of the late Gleason
Archer. “It’s surprising but also
very admirable that he wants
to go back to school. Besides,
everyone at Suffolk wants to
See GLEASON page 2 be at Emerson anyway.”

McCarthy caught dining at Emerson last week
Hybrid courses utilize the
traditional method of teaching
while using technology and
allowing students to learn from
their own homes. These kinds
of classes save everyone’s time
and money, McCarthy has said.
But the real surprise is
why McCarthy has been taking
these classes, especially since
he is already the president of a
university.

“I think he wants not only
to re-live his college years but
also to show the entire world
that hybrid courses are the way
to go," said Harry Callahan,
COO
of an
unidentified
organization that lobbies the
use of online courses.
However, McCarthy seems
to be enjoying his new
academic
career,
making

See MCCARTHYpage 2
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Operation Cut Down on Everything
begins on campus

Suffolk gone wild:
dorms now to house pets
Hallie Pea-Body
Journal Zoologist
The Residence Halls of
Suffolk University consistentiy
stress to their residents the
importance of “creating a
community” and are now
seeking to expand that
community to the animal
kingdom.
The central office for
Residence Life and Housing.
RLH, released a statement last
week on the matter which said,
"Here at Suffoik, we strive to
accommodate all needs of our
residents. We have decided to
expand this mission and invite
our residents’ furry friends
to become a part of our oncampus community."
Students who wish to
bring their pets with them
on campus will be required
to fill out separate housing
forms. For incoming freshman,
these forms wiii be included
in their acceptance packets.
For sophomores, the process
becomes
slightly
more
difficult.
On-campus lottery numbers
will now be generated to both
eligible students and pets.

Pets Already Registered for Dorming
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This is good news for students
because if their pets get a
higher iottery number than
them, they can then profit
from their pet’s good fortune!
In addition, students can
appiy for Living Learning
Communities or LLCs with
their pets. To accommodate
more exotic creatures such as
sait water fish, pythons, and
a rumored rhinoceros, the
Miller residence haii wili be
undergoing construction on
several parts of the building
throughout the summer.
"Here at Suffolk, we
accommodate it aii,” a
university spokesanimai said.
’This policy will benefit
premature cat ladies and

Two Republicans will excite at
commencement
From MITT/WYATT page I
of us dreamed about being
miiiionaires and taking entire
companies and industries by
storm one day,’’ he added,
wistfully.
Also, the lone Republican in
last year’s Boston Mayoral race
will speak at commencement
too.
David Wyatt will speak
following the wondrous, wise
words of Mittens.
“We
thought
Wyatt
would be great for a Suffolk
commencement
speech
because he represents the
underdog,” Gold said. "Most
Suffolk students wish they
went to Emerson, which
reflects Wyatt’s loneliness as
the sole Republican that bid
for Mayor of Boston."
Officials could barely get a
hold of Wyatt to confirm him as
a speaker for commencement.
Boston Globe could hardly
even get him for an interview
during the mayoral battle.
However,
The
Suffolk
Journal was able to get Wyatt
on the phone for a very quick
interview this morning.
“I plan to stun the crowd
with silence and very short
sentences," he said. After that

Daria Morgendorffer
Journal Cynic

Photo by Ally Thiboull

Wyatt would not even
allow o Journal
photographer to see
his face.
a reporter was not sure if the
Journal phone dropped the
call or if that was all Wyatt
had to say.
When
asked
about
hosting two Republicans as
commencements speakers in
a liberal city. Gold refused to
speak on the record.
At press time, Emerson
College, Suffolk’s archrival,
announced that President
Barack Obama will be delivering
this year’s commencement
speech at Emerson.

20

amateur dog whisperers alike.
However, all students with
severe allergies will either be
forced to seek out off-campus
housing or simply withdraw
from the University.
As for commuter students,
Suffolk will also be renovating
sections of 73 Tremont to make
room for an all-day animal day
care for those commuters who
just can’t seem to part with
their four legged companions.
A student commented on
the plans last week saying,
"Suffolk has always been a
school focused on diversity. By
inviting animals into the mix,
we’re really performing an a«
of social justice"

From GLEASON page I
transparent."
When off the topic of
haunting campus, Gleason
has told students he wants
the theme of the octopus
back at Suffolk University.
Gleason told a group of
students in the Suffolk
University Common that he
would like it better if the
current plan for 20 Somerset
was scrapped and instead
they shaped the building
like an octopus, the “way he
always envisioned a worldclass university."
Since he is back from
the grave, Gleason hopes to
take a few of Sir President
McCartney’s night hybrid
classes and create a ghost
hunting club.
Monday evening, Tbe
Suffolk Journal sat down
with an Ouija board and
tried to talk with Gleason.
’They had to use candles
because they have used
more electricity than the
university would allow
under "Operation Cut Down
on Everything."
"OoOoOoOoO
Hello
Journal," chimed Gleason
after IS strenuous minutes
with the board. Gleason
gabbed about the good old
times at Suffolk University
and said students should
keep an ear out for him on
campus.

This past school year, Suffolk
implemented "Operation Paper
Cut," which allows students to
print out an allotted 500 pages
per semester, by using $25
provided by the school on their
Suffolk RAM ID Card. Starting
fall of 2014, Suffolk University
will be introducing “Operation
Cut Down on Everything." It
will encourage students to be
all mindful, all the time.
Operation
Cut
Down
on Everything will require
students to use only 500 sheets
of toilet paper per semester,
their rollover sheets can be
utilized at their discretion
during the spring of 2015.
Students
occupying
Suffolk
dorms
will
be
allowed 800 kilowatt hours
of light per semester. Once
they surpass this amount,
they will be encouraged
to use wax pillar candles.
A spokesperson for Suffolk
said, “We want to be pioneers
of not using things."
Librarian Agilda Kuqi said,
“In order to cut down on tuition
costs, these are processes
that we need to adapt. We’d
appreciate the cooperation
and understanding of our
students during this period
of adjustment.” In actuality,
tuition is excluded from the
operation.
Suffolk
University
professors have also agreed
that students should cut down
on the words they choose to
speak during class.
Professor Solange Knowles

One student paying
for toilet paper in
Donahue Tuesday.
said, “We’re encouraging
students to choose their
words wisely. Although the
saying goes ’there’s no such
thing as a stupid question,’ we
know that’s not true. This will
encourage students to think
before they speak.”
Students
have
been
both outraged and totally
supportive of Operation Cut
Down on Everything.
Sophomore Hiles Malpine
said he supports not speaking
up in class, but cutting
necessities like toilet paper
and lights is just out of the
question.
“I don’t really care about
what my classmates have to
say,” he said, “but I do care
about how much toilet paper
we all have. ’Thanks, Obama!”
As you can see, the theme
of Operation Cut Down on
Everything is efficiency. So,
choose your words, toilet
paper, and wattage use wisely,
Suffolk.

McCarthy is learning a lot
at Emerson
From MCCARTHYpage I
friends with several Emerson
alumni and students.
In his short stay at Emerson,
he has become one of the more
popular kids at school, once
voted as the “Hottest Hunk” at
their ’Thanksgiving ball.
“Jimbo is one of those guys
who come in to class late but
whenever the professors try
to test him, he always winds
up on top,” said Cyril Figgis,
McCarthy’s classmate and best
friend.
But some have questioned
McCarthy’s decision to go to
school. One of those opposed
to his tenure at Emerson is
none other than Don Draper,
the man in charge of Suffolk’s
new advertising campaign to
broaden the university’s reach.
“I think it’s very strange
for him to want to advertise
Suffolk but choose to take
classes at Emerson. It’s
very
counterproductive,”

said Draper. “This wasn’t
discussed in the meeting and
is frustrating, but you have
to respect a man who will do
what he wants when he wants
to.”
The president’s performance
in his classes should be
expected to be excellent since
he expects that from every
student at Suffolk.
“Tve never met a better
student than Mr. McCarthy,”
said Professor Krieger, robotics
professor at Emerson. “Every
single time I ask a question, he
would be ready to answer and
it’s always the right answer.”
McCarthy’s integrity is
something that has never been
questioned and when asked
about his classes, he gave a
very concise answer.
“I want to learn more about
hybrid courses and I’m just
wicked smart," said McCarthy.

INTERHATIONAL
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Suffolk to re-open Dakar campus
T. Jefferson Trout
Journal Staff
After 12 years of offering the
American college experience
to students in West Africa,
Suffolk University’s campus in
Dakar, Senegal closed in 2011.
Now, after finding more than
$12 million in the school’s
budget. Sir President Paul
McCartney announced that the
campus will re-open for the
fall 2017 semester.
“I wasn’t here at the time,
but it is sad that the students
of Dakar lost their version of
Suffolk...even though a lack
of interest was noted for its
closing a few years back,” said
McCartney. ’Tve played so
many gigs in Dakar and I know
that their student population
will be thrilled to hear of the
campus’ re-opening.”
Professor and NBA player
Kenyon Martin is excited
to take his students back to
Suffolk’s West African campus
as soon as he can. ”I used to
take students there in the
summer for a photography
course and everyone always
had such a great time,” Martin
said. ”A former student of
mine actually, Billy Batson,
one of his photos from the
course won the 2010 Rammy

SUFFOLK. DNITEHSny
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A Suffolk Dakar building prepares for re-opening
Award for best photograph.”
Sophomore Cosmo Kramer
is excited to sign up for Martin’s
summer course when it starts
up. Martin explained that
since the Dakar campus closed
down, he has been bringing

his students to New York in
the summer to photograph the
Knicks’ summer league games.
”I’ve had fun doing the
summer league stuff but I’ve
never been to Dakar, that
will be exciting! Kenyon is an

awesome professor so I know
I’ll learn a lot. We’re actually
working on a business venture
together, making a brassiere
for men!”
Junior Ferris Bueller studied
his first two years at Suffolk

in Dakar but had to transfer
to Boston after the closure.
’’Boston Is great and all don’t
get me wrong, but it would
have been nice to be able to
spend another year at the
campus. It was so much more
laid back. The administration
never even confronted me
about my several sick days I
racked up every month.”
The old buildings that were
used for the Dakar campus
were sold and abandoned but
were not demolished after the
school’s closure. McCartney
had Suffolk buy back the
buildings from the real estate
agency the school sold it to,
Vandelay Industries.
’’Vandelay
unfortunately
tripled its asking price since
the university sold it but with
the extra money I have found,
I was able to barter a deal to
get them back.”
With the Dakar campus
buildings back in Suffolk
possession, the university
has hired a local construction
company to get them up to
code after being abandoned
for two years.
”If all things go according
to plan, there’s no reason that
we can have the campus back
up and running in time for fall
classes In 2017,” McCartney
boldly proclaimed.

Chavez and Elvis spotted at Cuban beach together,
plan to form a band and perform at Suffolk
Mani Dcurrero
Journal Staff
’The breaking news took
over the internet as two of
the world’s favorite historical
figures, Elvis Presley and Hugo
Chavez, were found at a Cuban
resort, allegedly practicing to
release an album together.
The news went viral as fans
and political supporters of
Presley and Chavez were in
disbelief that their idols, who
they thought were dead, were
simply planning a publicity
stunt.
Conspiracies have come to
iight on the death of both of
them prior to this revelation.
Presley, who was believed to
have died of an overdose, was
rumored to have been hired
by the DEA to fight against
the use of harmful drugs in
the U.S., according to Eivisis-Alive.com, and had joined
forces with the FBI to fight
the world’s most wanted drug
lords.
In an exclusive interview
with The Suffolk Journal,
Presiey, now 79 years old.

dismissed those rumours as
false.
”Ah, suspicious minds,”
Presley said.
His reason for wanting to
“disappear” from the world
was because of a sudden pelvic
surgery that he knew would
end his career.
’’After my surgery, I spent
five months at Heartbreak
Hotel,” Presley said, ’’Then, I
decided to come to Cuba and
fight against communism.”
Chavez was rumored to
have faked his death and been
hiding in Cuba since his close
relations with President Raui
Castro are known. ’The rumors
turned out to be, in fact, true.
He is also aiding Presiey’s
efforts to fight communism.
“People think I’m being a
hypocrite because I’m helping
Eivis,” Chavez said. ’’But the
truth is, I just want to live
out my dream of being a star.
When I started my T.V. show
’Alo Presidente,’ I knew that
the spotiight, singing, and
dancing were for me.”
Chavez used that show to
discuss his politicai agenda, as
weli entertain the viewers with
guest appearances, according

to BBC.
Their band, Los Difuntos
in the Ghetto, will release its
first single, “Ain’t Nothing But
a Communist,” this summer.
’They also plan to have a world
tour, but will not release the
dates until later this year.
’They did, however, announce
that their first stop will be in
Boston, at no other place than
the Modem Theater of Suffolk
University. Their final stop
will be at Caesars Palace in Las
Vegas.
“Viva Las Vegas,” Presley
said.
“We are excited to show
all of the material that we
have been working on for so
long,” Chavez added. “I think
this tour will be successful,
and hopefully it can help
Elvis spread his word against
communism."
Los Difuntos plan to
continue rehearsing in Cuba,
where President Castro is
sometimes seen visiting them
during band practice. Castro,
they claim, asked to be in the
band, but they respectfully Presley said.
or
follow
the
hashtag
rejected.
To get tickets to see #losdifuntosatsuffolk for the
“I don’t want to get all Los Difuntos, visit www. latest updates,
shook up with his politics,” losdifuntosITG.com,

The Suffolk Iournal

Governments of America, Russia to purchase Crimean resort
Batty Mee
Journal Staff
The unfolding situation in
the Ukraine, and specifically
Crimea, has kept people
around the world captivated
for months. It has pitted
Russia against the Americanlead West in a showdown
reminiscent of the Cold War.
Leaders from both sides have
taken jabs at each other,
and accusations of illegally
interfering in the affairs of a
sovereign country have also
come from both sides.
A new hope for a diplomatic
resolution
was
offered
earlier this week, when the
Kremlin and the White House
announced a joint purchase of
a resort in the Crimea, While
the peninsula has always
been a prime vacation spot
for wealthier Russians, an
action of this magnitude is
unprecedented.
The deal was reportedly
struck between the two parties
when they realized how
ridiculous they appeared on
the world stage, badly hiding
their geo-political aspirations
behind thin veils of “saving
democracy" or “protecting
minority rights.”
“We decided that enough
was enough, and it was time
to come clean about our
intentions," a White House
spokesperson said. “Now that
we are no longer lying about
our interests in Ukraine, it
should be OK with the people,
right?"
While the move signals
a step towards cooperation,
it may be rash to jump to
conclusions.
“Now let me be clear,"
Obama said in his first press
conference since the purchase,
"This is in no way a move of
capitulation by the United
States. American officials will
have first priority access to the
resort." Obama went on to cite
several specific “resort rules,"
including a rule that would
allow only American officials
in the resort hot tub after 10
p.m.
“Who closes a resort hot tub
at 10 p.m.?" Russian President
Vladimir Putin asked the press
in his public statement about
the purchase. “Oh well," he
continued. “We can let the
Americans have fun on the
resort. We have the rest of
the peninsula all to ourselves
now.”
Putin said he would
probably not visit the resort,
citing
several
grandiose
complexes around the country
he already owns. But he did
hint at the possibility of
a visit when his American
counterpart eventually comes,
if only to challenge the hot tub
rule. “He’s been weak on Syria,
weak on Ukraine, but perhaps
the third time will be a charm,”
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Obama rebuffs Putin's hot tub challenge
Putin said.
Other high ranking Russian
officials expressed a degree
of apathy towards the resort.
“I may end up visiting," said
Russian foreign minister,
Sergey Lavrov. “But so help me
God, I will not come within a
thousand miles of the resort
if that nerd Kerry is there," in
an open jab at his American
counterpart.
American officials were
more excited about the recent
developments. Vice President
Joe Biden presided over
Monday's meeting of the U.S.
Senate in a golf shirt and shorts,
sunglasses, and a bucket hat.
Upon concluding the meeting
he announced he would be
permanently moving his office
to the resort, from which
he could communicate with
Congress via videochat. “Surfs
up, brah!” Biden exclaimed as
he left the podium “Thank God
I’ll never have to sit through
one of those State of the Union
things again!"

Some American officials
were more subtle in their
reactions. Secretary of State
John Kerry said he was excited
about the resort, but as he
exited his interview, muttered
under his breath “I can’t
believe I have to go to Russia
to get some peace of mind. Of
all places.”
While the purchase of the
resort is a step in the right
direction, it by no means signals
the end of the crisis. Will a
luxurious resort be a better
negotiating environment than
a hot, stuffy, UN meeting
room? Or will living in such
close quarters only make
things worse? Only time will
tell. History tells us that it
took Fascism, one of the most
heinous government systems
ever concocted, to unite these
two vastly different societies.
Maybe this time all it will take
is a couple of pairs of jet skis
and some fine Russian caviar.
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#SuffolkSaldNo: A Harsh but Necessary Lesson
Joe Sly
Journal Rapper
March and April are the
two months where high
school seniors and hopeful
transfers begin to hear back
from colleges. Each student
hopes to hear that they have
been accepted to the schools
they applied to but as anyone
who has gone through the
process knows, that is not
always the case. This year,
Suffolk University has taken
a blunt and upfront approach
regarding its decisions on
applicants.
The
school’s
approach has been pretty
simple: if an applicant has
been accepted, they receive
a letter in the mail with
yellow letters on the outside
that read “#SuffolkSaidYes.”
If the
applicant
didn't
get in, the outside reads
“#SuffolkSaidNO” written in
red letters.
“It’s just not nice. Being
rejected is harsh enough, why
is our school choosing to rub
it in when mailing those poor
college kids?" said Suffolk
sophomore Churrita Chan.
My thoughts on Chan’s
opinion? Shut up! College is
all about preparing students
for the real world. There’s no
better time to start than when
letting students know their
fate with a college.
It’s time that colleges told
their
applicants
straight.
Rejection letters should map
exactly why the student didn’t
get in. If their SATs were
dreadful, tell them. If their
college essay sounds like a first
grade book report, tell them.

You see that? It says NO!...
No more of this “we had
so many talented applicants,
the most in school history,"
nonsense. Whoever came up
with this excuse was a genius
liar. Next year, I hope other
schools follow in Suffolk’s
footsteps and give applicants a
harsh taste of the real world.
Tell them right off the bat that
they didn’t get in and the letter
inside explains where they fell
short.
“We’re not going to make

any money off the rejected
ones anyways, it just seems like
a no-lose situation to be frank
with them," said university
spokesman Sterling Archer.
“If we have time when writing
these
letters,
sometimes
we will even refer the 'nonaccepted’ as we call them, to
local community colleges."
In college, students have
to deal with loans, finding an
apartment, paying their own
bills and balancing class, work

and leisure time. Regardless of
which school they go to, they
will learn that the real world
can be a tough one at times. It
just makes sense to slap soonto-be college kids with this
reality from the get-go.
Suffolk
has
started
something that I hope will be
revolutionary. If a student is
lucky enough to be accepted
to a university, they should be
showered with congratulations
as many schools already do. But

when they don’t get In, there’s
no reason to sugar-coat things.
The applicants might not see
it at first, but when they look
back a few weeks after getting
their rejection letters, they
will realize Suffolk did them a
favor by being so in-depth and
up front as to why they won’t
be coming to the school with a
heart in the heart of a city next
semester.

Suffolk is actually, like, super-duper affordable
Mani Daimero
Asst. Int'l Editor
When I got the email from
the President McCarthy’s office
on next year’s tuition raise, it
was difficult to hide my smile
for the rest of the day. The
week after, when I got an esti
mate of what my financial aid
package was going to look like,
it was impossible not to be
lieve I was the luckiest college
student that ever lived. Tuition
went up, and, naturally, my fi
nancial aid decreased. What
more could I ever ask for?
Most people would be up
set at this, but this is an op
portunity for personal growth.
College is a time to transi
tion from the young, carefree
(read: debt-free) life to adult
hood, and learning to live in
a budget, regardless of how
small that is, only enhances
that experience. If you live on

campus, you, above all other
students, should not be com
plaining! Thanks to Suffolk’s
scrumptious mandatory meal
plan, you will always have ac
cess to the food at our din
ing halls, so you do not have
to worry about going hungry.
Sure, it might be a bit pricey
and a side of citrus and grapes
might raise your total to the
same price as a meal for two at
Panera, but you are on Beacon
Hill, duh! If you do not like it,
please, do us all a favor and
take your savage self to any
other university in Boston,
where their dining halls are
big, significantly less expen
sive, non-Beacon-Hill buffets.
Or Emerson, if you do not feel
like walking that far.
In addition to the envi
able meal plan, our residence
halls (don’t you dare call them
dorms!) are excellent options.
Our security guards will al
ways be at the doors ready to
greet you with a smile, ask you

about your day, and fill you
with positive vibes. Just make
sure you always have your stu
dent ID with you because they
get upset if you forget it and
they have to put their phone
down to look you up in the
system. Also, our elevators get
stuck occasionally, but think
about it this way: if you get
trapped in there with some
one, it is the perfect opportu
nity to make a new friend and
talk about how in 2012, our
residence halls ranked sixthmost expensive in the nation,
according to CampusGrotto.
“I am so honored to live in
a residence hall that is recog
nized nationwide," freshman
Poore Ann Indebtforev said.
Remember, you are on Beacon
Hill!
The tuition increase was
the lowest it has been in the
past 39 years, according to the
email from the president’s of
fice, and the cost for living oncampus and the meal plans did

________
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Poore Ann Indebtforev shows all the money she
saved at Suffolk
not change, a bummer because
I think we could take out all
those pretentious NYC colleges
and get to the top of CampusGrotto’s list if we tried hard
enough.
“I hope we keep this trend
up," Indebtforev said. “My par-

ents were worried that they
wouldn’t have to use up all
of their savings to pay for my
education, and that is why I
chose to come to Suffolk."

SPORTS
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Suffolk Baseball fails to record a hit in Tee Ball exhibition
Jarvis
Exotic Dancer
One of the hardest things to
do in sports is to win as a team,
and the Suffolk University
baseball team showed just that
as they struggled to play in an
exhibition game.
The Rams had their
double-header against Lasell
postponed due to rain, but
that did not stop the team
from playing baseball.
In a rare exhibition game
during the regular season, the
Rams had the umpires get the
equipment manager, Virgil
Romanov, to bring out the
solution.
A tee ball stand.
That meant for nine
innings, 27 at-bats, the tee ball
stand pitched a perfect game.
“I have never seen anything
like it," said Romanov, who
brought the tee ball stand from
his home country of Denmark.
"In my country, we played with
a tee ball stand, it is the best
player money can buy."
Romanov witnessed the tee
ball stand, who he reportedly

Photo by Flickr user catd_mitchell

"In my country, we played with a tee ball stand, it is the
best player money can buy."

named “Mike Honcho,” stand
stiff to not allow a single hit.
The final batter of the game
made contact with the ball, but
hit it foul four times. Feeling
the pressure, he took one final
big swing and missed the ball
completely to record the final
out of the game.
With no extra innings in
a exhibition game, the game
ended in a tie, but everyone
knew the winner was none
other than “Mike Honcho"
himself.
“It was crazy, old Mike
Honcho showed a lot of heart,"
said Romanov. “Americans
think they know sports, but it
is just like, ‘who are you?'"
“People get intimidated
sometimes by playing tee ball,
they say the hardest thing to
do in sports is to hit a baseball.
I was so happy to witness this
today, it was filthy.”
The Rams will continue to
play more conference games
this upcoming week hoping to
continue their success. The tee
ball stand is currently doing
things like being an inanimate
object.

Men's tennis recieve three doubles-spots in Wimbledon 2014
Pete Sampras
Journal Contributor
The Suffolk men’s tennis
team was recently contacted
by Wimbledon officials with
an offer the rams could not
refuse. The rams initially
got the attention of the
ATP
(Associates
Tennis
Professionals)
organizers
back in 2012 when they won
their
fourth
consecutive
GNAC Championship. The ATP
thought that this was such an
outstanding achievement that
they deserved not just a NCAA
spot, but the best of the best
- 3 spots in the prestigious
Wimbledon tournament. Also
the ATP felt so bad for Ramapo
College, never won a GNAC
Championship prior to 2013 so
they told the Rams to play bad
on purpose.
The deal that the tennis
Rams accepted was the
following: if the Rams were
willing to lose the 2013 GNAC
title on purpose, they would
get three automatic doublesspots for the first round of the
Wimbledon 2014 tournament.
It did not take the rams long
to figure out what they wanted
more - a five consecutive
GNAC Championship or three

Wimbledon doubles spots. The
tennis guys decided to go for
the Wimbledon doubles title
and so they let Ramapo win
5-4 in the 2013 GNAC final that
was closely observed by Rodger
Federer who was dressed as a
middle-aged college professor.
While he was pretending to
be the father of one of the
players he was in fact making
sure that the Rams would let
Ramapo College win to get
the Wimbledon spots. Federer
later said:
“It was so obvious to me that
the Rams could beat Ramapo
any given day. Suffolk did
really well pretending like they
played their best - not only are
they great tennis players, but
very talented actors as well."
Federer reported to the DaiJy
Mirror.
As the Suffolk team is very
exited for the summer and the
big tournament, they already
feel like the 2014 GNAC title is
in the house. The Wimbledon
was only about losing the 2013
championship on purpose, but
it did not say anything about
winning the 2014 title. The
team will keep practicing in
the summer leading up to
Wimbledon and hope to take
home the trophy. This is the
first time ever that a college
team will play in the world

famous professional
tournament. In fact
this is a historic
achievement because
no other college team
has ever performed in
a professional tennis
tournament, because
it is against the rules
- but with a little help
from Federer the rules
were bended in this
case.
Being a life long
Ram Supporter and a
Suffolk Alumni class of
2004. Federer double
majored in biology
and philosophy. “I
will always support
my Alma matter and
I am very exited to
see how far the men’s
tennis team can go
in the Wimbledon
tournament” Federer
told BBC at a press
conference.
Surely the rams will
take the Wimbledon
title this summer and
be promoted from Dill
to DI in the spring
2015 semester.
Lets
win
that
Wimbiedon titie Rams!
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Beacon HiH's Red Hat voted best
bar for students in the Hub
Melsisa Harmon
Journal Staff
This year’s Best of the
Hub
results are
already
out
according to Mayor
Tom Menino and Boston’s
Red Hat Cafe is taking the
best
restaurant
award.
“I could feel it coming,"
Red Hat owner Mike Donovan
said with tears in his eyes.
“This is such an honor to me
and all the attractive women
on staff!” For the record,
he was wearing a red hat.
Noted in the
popular
Beacon Hill bar’s
award
was the Hat’s timely service
and
delectable
entrees.
Award
officials
said
“although the nachos get
drippy and soggy, it’s great
that you can choose to have
them with or without chicken!”
The
fried
pickles
received a best of show
award for midnight snack.
“I only buy the very best
pickles,” said Donovan, who
is proud his dark, small Joint
beat out all the popular
restaurants in the North End,
The Red Hat is normally
visited by random business
people, an occasional person
from the big building down
the street that has the gold
dome, and groups of Suffolk
students who won’t look at
each other. Sometimes the
Hat brings in sports fans and
on ever rarer occasions people
play the deer hunting arcade

Arts
BRIEF
Holographic Micheal Jackson sets off
to promote new album
on "tes' -tour'
■

Photo courtesy of Red Hot's Twitter Account

game on the bottom floor.
“It’s a real eclectic group,”
Donovan said. “I think the
mix of people keeps the Hat
alive and the kitchen pumping
out our five star meals."
In order to keep up its
title through 2014, Donovan
said he will extend the menu
to breakfast. He plans to
serve breakfast sandwiches
and only sugary cereals for

prices that are competitive
with other area food joints
including
Capitol
Coffee
and the Derne Street Deli.
Donovan
also hopes
to
employ
more Suffolk
students at the Red Hat.
“Why just have a degree
from
Suffolk
on
your
resume when
you can say
you worked for the best
restaurant in Boston,” he said.

A new album, new songs, and now a new concert? The
late Michael Jackson is still making his mark in the mu
sic world, and now it has been officially announced that
he will host a tour that will be done by a hologram of the
late King of Pop. Fans went crazy over the announcement
that his unreleased album Xscape would hit stores in May.
Pop fans will be even more excited to hear about his new
hologram tour titled Hologram in the Mirror. The tour will fea
ture a singing and dancing hologram of Jackson, and will even
feature real dancers. It is rumored that guest stars will appear
on the tour as well to do duets with the hologram, artists like
Janet Jackson, Prince, Eddie Murphy, and possibly Vanilla Ice.
The tour Is rumored to hit Boston, first at Fenway Park.
The tour is set for late October, so if the Boston Red Sox
are still alive in the playoffs, they are most likely going to
move the game into the Boston Common baseball field.
Many people may recall the hologram of Tupac performing
at Coachella 2012, which inspired this tour. The hologram of
Tupac sang live on stage with Snoop Dogg causing the Califor
nia crowd to go wild after seeing the deceased rapper on-stage.
Viewers after the show said it was like seeing a
ghost or angel appear to perform for them. With the
advances in technology since 2012, Jackson's holo
gram will be even more advanced and life-like for fans.

Cafe Quattro has promising pians to reopen on campus!
(but it needs your heip)
Tara Palmeri
Journal Staff
The formerly popular pizza
place Cafd Quattro may be
back in business near Suffolk
soon. The restaurant was
kicked out of its location
next to Milter Hall in 2012
to make room for Carrie
Nation - an upscale joint that
students can probably never
dream of affording a meal at.
But despair no longer
Suffolk students, Quattro and
its famous pizza are hoping
to find a new home in the
Fenton building. The two
alumni who founded Quattro
saw that the university placed
Fenton on the market and
were
instantly
intrigued.
The real estate value of
Fenton is assessed at about
$9 million by the city of
Boston and is clearly far too
large of a space for just one
little pizza place to inhabit.

Through tribulations, these
facts haven’t stopped Quattro’s
quest for a home at Suffolk, in
fact these obstacles have only
invigorated the entrepreneurial
spirit of the two businessmen.
To raise the funds needed
to
buy
the
building,
Quattro has
launched
a
Kickstarter
campaign.
The heartwarming video
on its Kickstarter page recalls
the glory days of Quattro: It
shows Suffolk students pacing
in circles around dining halls
trying to decide which meal
looks like the least disgusting
to eat when—suddenly—they
remember there is somewhere
better just down the street they
can go to for a great dinner.
As the students in the
video run out of Miller and
150 towards the new Fenton
location of Quattro, a voiceover
explains why Suffolk students
should donate to the campaign.
“We at Cafd Quattro were
always here for you when you

needed us, now be there for us."
The video goes on to
explain that, to fill the other
five floors of Fenton that
the restaurant doesn’t need,
Quattro wants to start a
culinary school at Suffolk
called “Le Cordon Quattro."
The
campaign
has
been widely circulated on
Twitter by business students
and
foodies
on
campus
using
#LeCordonQuattro.
“I think it would be really
cool for Suffolk to have a
cooking school," freshman
Kimmy Daniels said. “I’d love
to have a cooking minor while
studying business so I can open
my own restaurant one day."
Quattro is looking to raise
about $20 million to buy the
building and found Le Cordon
Quattro. Suffolk administration
has declined to comment on
the proposal, as they have
a policy of not discussing
ongoing
business
deals.
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The Chjunsmokers

"#SELFIE"
But First..
-ManiDarrero

Warren Zevon
"Werewolves of Ijondon"
3 Ws. Whiskey. Weed.
Warren Zevon.
-Hank Moody

Hall & Oates
'Whole Oats"

I NEED TO FIND MY OATES.
-Daryl Hall

2NE1
"Crush"
Women love Sosa, but Sosa
LOVE K-POP.

___

-Chief Keep

Miley Cyrrrus suprises students with spring concert
Possibli Wings reunion tour also on the set list
Possible
Tara Palmeri
Campus Breaking
News/Professional
Adobe Suite Wizard/
Office Artist/Journal
Staff
BAEBAE
M. Cyrus beat
reporter/IiA Times
EIC/
Journal Staff
As springtime approaches
and students anticipate the
announcement of Suffoik
University’s Annuai Spring
Concert, the buzz around
campus is multipiying as
students begin to compare
rumors and confirmations to
soive whom the headiiner wiii
be. To confirm speculation
- MILEY
CYRUS
WILL
BE
HEADUNING
SPRING
CONCERT 2014. Only ticket
sales will determine how
excited students truly are
about the former Disney mogul
who was chosen to perform.
Following her show in
Boston April 2, as confirmed
with multiple inside sources,
Cyrus is set to perform a
secret “college-themed” show
following her scheduling tour.
The Boston stop on Cyrus’
40-city venture marks a tad
over the halfway point of her
popular Bangerz tour as it
continues on forward through
the country. Making a special
exception April 3 due to her
failed appearance at the Jingle
Ball late December thanks
to a snowstorm, Cyrus will
remain in the Hub overnight
to perform a secret show
at the intimate Sinclair the
night following her scheduled
performance.
With openers including
Sky Ferreia and Icona Pop,
the scheduled show has nearly
sold out as Miley fans flock to
’ID Garden. Along with these
openers who are finer tuned to
a younger audience, the secret

Dancin w Miley, doing whatever
we want #weCantstop
#secretshow #Wingsreunion
Delivered
Photo below courtesy of Toro's exclusive Hollywood sources - Photo to right courtesy of BAE BAE’s secret
M. Cyrus Insider sources

V
___

show will also consist of an
opening act by Sufiblk’s own
Sir President James McCartney
and a reunion of his earlycollege band Wings.
“I'm really excited to
meet Miley with Wings,” Sir
President told The Journal.
“I’ve always wanted to learn
how to twerk."
Along with McCartney,
former
Suffolk
President
David Sargent will be making
a triumphant return to the
Boston area as a member of
Wings for the night - for a
pretty penny, of course. But all
in the price of good fun right?
“Think whatever you want
about him as a university
administrator,” Sir McCartney
said of bandmate D. Sargent
“But, man, can he sing."
VIP and general admission
tickets are available at
Donahue’s hub starting at a
mere $35-$45 for students with

Suffolk ID, allowing students
to purchase a maximum of an
unexpected three tickets due to
the anticipated overwhelming
demand for the show.
Agreeing upon a secret
show, it was decided that
due to the properly suited
venue the performance will
be open for sale to attendees
from other campuses with the
simple requirement of having
access to their student ID at
a minimum of $115. Ticket
prices rise as the young starlet
seems to generate excitement
in her fans as she shares
snippets of each stop on the
tour via her Instagram and
Twitter accounts. Tickets for
students not attending Suffolk
will not have access to VIP and
will not have the opportunity
to visit Rammy’s photobooth
being arranged for the Spring
Concert attendees.
To avoid general public

access and sticking to the
theme of a secret “college
themed" show, the breaking
news for Spring Concert has a
small amount of time to snag
tickets before the set becomes
yesterday’s news. Cyrus is
anticipated to be available for
photos during a short period
of time for members with
VIP lanyards only. Bangerz
tour merchandise will also be
available for sale at both secret
and scheduled shows.
It is also rumored that Cyrus
will be #StayingAtSuffolk
this summer as the topic of a
new hybrid course titled "The
Psychology of Partying in the
U.S.A." The course will focus
on the pinicale memorable
moments in Mile/s career
including her divorce with
Liam Hunkface and how Cyrus’s
history as a Disney starlet can
severly effect the mind.

Les Mis coming soon to Suffolk, Hugh Jackman to
reprise role -- for “cool small time practice“
charaaers from Victor Hugo’s

Bartleb'y LeScrivener novel of the same name.
“I think it’s time that we
I Prefer not to

Wings
"Wings Greatett"
Buy my greatest hits coubcTioN-A classic!
-Sir President James
McCartney

Les Miserables will now
be coming to the Modern
Theatre.
The
successful
Broadway show has played
across almost the entire world
and will now face Its biggest
challenge: Suffolk University.
The show will showcase
Hugh
Jackman,
Anne
Hathaway, and Russell Croweplaying Jean Valjean, Famine,
and
Javert
respectivelywhile Suffolk students will
portray beloved characters
like Marius, Eponine, Cosette,
Eryolras, and the other

face a challenge like this.”
said Vassili Stroganov, one of
the contenders for the role of
Marius. “I wish I got to play
Donnie Darko, but I heard
the script for the Broadway
adaptation of that fantastic
movie is still in the works."
Also, one of the challenges
that the university will face is
the amount of props that have
to be used to bring the book
to life and have the audience
actually feel like they were
in early 19th century France.
With the majority of the
school budget going to props
and design, Suffolk University

MhmUcs
rAIrACSPhoto courtesy of Flickr user Derrickting

also has to figure out how to
pay the exorbitant salaries of
the three Hollywood actors,
not to mention having to
look for space to make sure
the actors are reminded
that
they
are
special,

“We might have to evict
students from Miller Hall just
to accommodate the three
actors and Mr. Stroganov,"
said Marcy Runkle, one of
the people responsible for
bringing the show to Suffolk.
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MFA houses unique exhibit presenting
Boston Loves Impressionists
Molly Hubert
Journal Contributor
The
Boston
Loves
Impressionists exhibit is now
on dispiay at the Museum
of Fine Arts, dispiaying a
seiection collected over the
years by dealers, curators,
and collectors, and now, the
works of local impressionist
lovers. During the month of
January, the museum made
a list of Impressionist, Post
Impressionist, and related
works and allowed people
to vote online for 30 works
that would be added to the
long standing Impressionist
exhibit at the museum.
The very first crowdsourced
exhibit for the museum
collected over 40,000 votes
and is the work of Emily
Beeny, the MFA’s assistant
curator of European paintings.
“I think a lot of people voting
are probably regular visitors. So
I have faith in their judgment,"
Beeny told The Boston Globe.
“Ours is an extraordinary
collection, so whatever they
chose will be compelling and
have a story to tell. And I’ll be
proud to hang it on the walls."
Boston is no stranger to
Impressionist work. While
many still scoffed at the freely
brushed, whimsical style in
the late 1800s, Bostonians
were quietly amassing the
largest collection outside of
France, where the genre was
established by painters like
Monet, Renoir, and Degas.
Collectors on Beacon Hill, Back
Bay, and Brookline were able to
buy work by these painters in
the 1870s and 1880s at bargain
prices while more modem
and classical art were high in

'Phrasing is Back!'

according to hit FX animation Archer

Photo courtsey ot FX

Photo of Monet's 'Water Lillies' by Molly Hubert

popularity. These pieces were
later sold or donated to the MFA
to be seen by thousands upon
thousands of art lovers today.
Voters were able to select
from about SO works from Jan.
6 to 26. Each week the museum
presented a new category of
paintings: “On the Water,”
“From the Land," and “Of the
People." Although this is the
first collection to be curated
in part by the public, other
museums have allowed visitors
to select art for exhibitions.
The Baltimore Museum of
Art, Chicago History Museum,
and Smithsonian American
Art Museum have all hosted

crowdsourcing
events.
The
exhibit
features
“Boston’s top 10” favorite
pieces amongst the 30 selected.
Vincent van Gogh’s “Houses
at Auvers" earned the most
votes (4,464), surprisingly
taking the lead over Claude
Monet, whose “Water Lilies"
came in second. Edgar Degas’s
“Little 14-year-old Dancer,”
the only sculpture featured on
the voting list, came in third.
’The top three paintings are
highlights at the very beginning
of the exhibit. Opening on
Valentine’s Day, the display
is set to mn through May 26.

Phrasing Is Back! After nine episodes of the fifth season,
also known as Archer Vice, we heard the characters constantly
mutter words with innuendo and forget that they were
supposed to call it out with one word: "phrasing.” But as
Sterling Archer struggled to face the dictator, whose wife'
he had just shared a moment of passion, Cheryl/Carol/
Carina/Cherlene yelled out the ever-classic Archer line.
The episode began in usual Archer fashion; they were all
together in a cramp place and complaining about Ray’s driving
or flying. And all of them ignored the simple fact that it was all
out of his control. With Sterling up to his usual shenanigans
causing a ruckus in the plane and successfully giving his
“friends" a heart attack while also leading them to success.
The entire season. Archer was constantly disappointed
that phrasing was no longer used, always screaming out
the words, “Are we seriously not using phrasing anymore?"
Perhaps the use of phrasing was symbolic since the
main characters are once again doing what they did best/
worst, engaging in international affairs that could affect
governments everywhere. The first nine episodes saw the gang
try and fail to sell cocaine, but now they have had relative
success selling guns that were apparently from the CIA.
Whatevertheshowwantstodowithit'scharactersorwhatever
new situations they want to put them in, it’s safe to say that the
show will always be funny and phrasing can only help them.

John Collura talks about The Ataris' ongoing legacy
Thomas Higgins
Journ^ Staff
Currently on a 10-year
anniversary tour for the
album So Long, Astoria, The
Ataris stopped by the Brighton
Music Hall on Saturday, March
29. This is the first time in
10 years that this lineup has
played together. After the
release of So Long, Astoria,
the lineup of Kristopher Roe,
John Collura, Mike Davenport,
and Chris Knapp disbanded
amid
internal
conflict.
Since then. Roe has
continued on under the name
The Ataris with a number of
different supporting members.
So Long, Astoria is the band’s
best selling release to this day.
It sold over 700,000 copies
upon its release and has been
certified gold since. It was

the band’s first and only major
label release after signing with
Columbia Records once its
contract with the independent
label Kung Fu Records was up.
Before the band’s sold out
show. The Journai sat down
with guitarist John Collura to
talk about the tour, future plans,
and the legacy of The Ataris.
In order to re-learn and
practice all of the songs
off So Long, Astoria before
the start of the tour, the
members holed up and had
three straight days of practice.
“It was intimidating at
first,” said Collura. “But
it wasn’t too hard. It was
mainly just figuring out the
little things and deciding
who would play each part.
For Collura. being a part of
this tour is his way of trying
to preserve the legacy of a
band that has gone through

many tumultuous patches
throughout its existence.
There have been numerous
lineup changes with the
only constant member being
lead singer and founding
member
Kristopher
Roe.
When questioned about
all of the lineup changes the
band has gone through since
its peak success after the
release of So Long, Astoria,
Collura said, “The Ataris
is no longer a band, it is a
brand. Doing this tour is me
trying to protect this brand."
By continuing to tour
under the name, he believes
that Roe is diminishing the
name and brand of The Ataris
and all of its past successes.
“Kris is a very talented
singer and what he needs to
do is go out on his own and
do the solo stuff,” said Collura.
While he isn’t necessarily

happy with what has happened
to The Ataris name by Roe
continuing to play and write
under it, he does recognize
that it is Roe’s band. Collura
is still very supportive of Roe
and believes he can be just
as successful as a solo artist.
“A Kristopher Roe solo
album is something that I
want to hear," said Collura,
“I think his voice is just as
good as it was 10 years ago."
We talked about the
legacy of the album So Long,
Astoria and how it sounds 10
years after its initial release.
“If it was released today, it
would do just as well as it did
back then," said Collura. “I think
the album has held up really
well over the past 10 years.
The future of The Ataris
is still up in the air at this
point. Once the tour ends,
the plan is to go back to the

lineup that singer Kristopher
Roe had been playing with
prior to the anniversary tour.
“I’m not really looking to
play in a band at this point."
said Collura when asked
about his personal future.
However, he did mention
that he would have no
problem doing some off shows
or the occasional festival
dates with the So Long,
Astoria era Ataris lineup.
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Suffolk softball starts season slowly
looking to improve against UMass Boston
Vassili Stroganov
Sports Editor
With Sunday's softball
conference game against Anna
Marla postponed, the Suffolk
University Rams are eager to
get out on the field and get
the first win in more than a
week. Posting a 4-12 record
so far this season, it looks
like the team has been thrown
a serious curveball by their
opponents.
With only two seniors on
the squad, the team has been
lacking experience and that
has shown on the field. It is
important that both coaches
and upperclassmen can find a
better way to integrate the six
freshmen into the team.
If everyone can learn to
work well together, it will
create team unity, which leads
to better results.
Despite the weak start, the
season is still young and there
is plenty of time for some
home runs. Head coach Jaclyn
Davis is not worried at all.
“I don’t think that our record
really shows the improvement
that we made," said Davis.
“We are much better than we
were before and we have a lot
of talent. I feel confident that
the results will get better. We
have worked really hard we
are starting to put the pieces
together.”
No reason to worry for
Davis, who has been in the
softball world for a long time
having played as a student

Top: The Suffolk Softball team gets ready for match.
Bottom: Coach Jaclyn Davis applauds her team.
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athlete for Post University. She
represented the varsity college
team for four years.
She earned the National
Fast pitch Coaches Association
honors (NFCA) as an AllAmerican Scholar Athlete.
Davis also earned an All
Academic selection by the
Central Atlantic Collegiate
Conference (CACC) for her
2004-2007 seasons.
Having
that
much
experience
with
softball
definitely helps with her
coaching.
"We are a very young team
with six freshmen and four
sophomores," said Davis. “I
think they have integrated
well into the team. They have
done well and quite a few have
taken on important starting
roles.”
Hopefully
no
more
raspberries for the Rams as the
season is becoming more and
more interesting to watch.
The team's next double
header is April 2 against UMass
Boston.
“We didn’t play them last
year, but I think it is definitely
feasible to win that game."
This game is a non
conference
match
where
the Rams have to really get
working as a team before
the important games against
Simmons on Friday. The next
conference match is Friday
against Simmons College and
here the Rams have to show
what they are really made of.

Photos courtesy ot Suffolk Afhlefics

Suffolk baseball plays strong in first conference games
CJ Haddad

I

games are primarily against
In the first game, Jonathan
tough opponents they usually Richard took the mound for

Journal Staff do not play during the regular the Rams looking to pick up
Over the past 10 years, it
has been quite apparent that
Suffolk University baseball is a
force in the GNAC.
Last season, the Rams
captured a shot to play in the
GNAC Championship, making
it the seventh straight year
they have appeared in the
championship game.
The Ram’s 29-14 record in
2013 earned them No. 8 in New
England while the program for
the sixteenth year in a row has
won at least 20 games.
Every year the guys head
down to Florida for their own
spring training to enjoy the
warm weather until having to
play In the brisk beginning of
spring in New England.
ThefirstfivegamesinFlorida
were losses for the Rams, but
they quickly responded with
three straight wins. These

season. They finished (3-6) on
their way to play Wheaton on
March 21.
The Rams tied Wheaton in
a 12-inning affair and followed
up by splitting a double-header
against Rhode Island College.
They were 4-7-1 coming into a
stretch of conference games,
their first of the season.
First, the men would collect
their fifth win of the year by
defeating Salem State by a
score of 7-5.
In the top of the fourth J.C.
Collette hit a grand slam to
tie the game, and Devan Jones
also hit a solo home run of his
own.
Dan Shields picked up the
win pitching 5.2 innings in
relief to hold off a strong start
by Salem State.
Next would be the first
conference games of the year
when Rams took on Curry in
a double-header on March 29.

where he left off last year. The
southpaw tossed five innings
giving up one earned run and
striking out three on his way
to the victory.
The whole team pitched in
offensively including a six-run
fourth inning, which led to a
9-3 victory.
Game two would be more
of the same for the Rams, This
time Steve Chamberlain took
the ball for the Rams and was
sparkling over six innings,
surrendering only four hits in
six innings of shutout ball.
He also had eight strikeouts,
and the Rams would score in
the second, third, fourth, and
sixth innings compiling five
runs while Curry could not
figure out Chamberlain.
Rob Marks had two hits and
two RBI for Suffolk.
The Rams have now won
four straight and are getting
hot at the right time. The
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The Rams are 7-7-1
upcoming schedule features Thursday in a conference game
a healthy diet of conference at 3 p.m.
games that are the most
important for the Rams.
They will take on Lasell

SPORTS
The Suffolk Journal

Men's Tennis survives
against Rhode island College
Jeremy Hayes
Asst. Sports Editor
The Suffolk University
tennis team had a close call
Tuesday night against Rhode
Island College, but it was able
to pull out the win.
The Rams (2-0) won the
day 6-3, but featured plenty of
difficult matches, two of which
went into a sudden death set.
Team captain Drew Reilly,
won his match, but was
disappointed with his own
performance.
“I feel okay about my match,
I played at my opponent's level
rather than beating him 6-0,
6-0,” said Reilly confidently. “A
win’s a win. We grind it out,
and it was a character building
win."
It was a team win since the
Rams won two of their three
doubles matches against the
Anchormen, and the one loss
in the third doubles match was
a tight one 9-7.
The close wins are okay
for the team because it is the
chance to see the errors on
the court while maintaining

success in the standings.
The Rams now have the
chance to continue to learn
from their mistakes, and
the same goes for freshman
Francesco Saia.
He lost his singles match,
but had a key victory in the
No. 2 doubles match when he
teamed up with Reilly.
“I feel like I played well
both my matches, even though
I went 1-1 today," said Saia,
from Wakefield, Mass. “As a
freshman I am still learning,
but this will all help me in the
long run.”
Saia is just one of the two
freshmen on the team along
with Nathan Mackay-Wright,
so the experience he is gaining
will be crucial for what appears
to be unlimited depth on the
roster for the Rams.
“We are strong all around, I
speak for the team when I say
we were off our game today,
but we are a tough team to
beat any day," Saia said.
The season is young, but
the confidence of the team
has built up for the past
few years for most of the
veterans. It appears that the
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Men's first single Calixto Romero dominates both of his matches
same confidence has given the
underclassmen the same drive
for a winning effort.
Thay Thao, who showed
a lot of heart and won the
tightest singles match against
Wentworth the week before,
lost both his singles and
doubles match.
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“I lost both my matches, but
I gave it my all. My teammate
in the doubles match, Vassili
Stroganov, we talked all during
the match, trying stayed
positive, but unfortunately it
wasn’t enoug." said Thao.
Thao may have lost against
the Anchormen, but he has

plenty of confidence in his
team. When asked if he thinks
his team can win the GNAC
championship this year, his
answer was quick and simple.
“Of course,” said Thao,
The Rams will host UMass
Boston Thursday for their
third game of the season.

SPORTS BRIEFS
DeSean Jackson signs three-year
deal with Washington
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The NFC East has been shaken up with former Philadelphia
Eagles wide receiver DeSean Jackson signing with Washington
for a three-year deal. Jackson is now Joining a team with
former Rookie of the Year Robert Griffin 111 under center.
Griffin is coming off a down year, and an injured leg, but with
the signing of Jackson, it could revamp the passing game.
Jackson will make catches with Pierre Garcon, who was last
year’s No. 1 target. Jackson is coming off a successful season,
having 82 receptions, 1,332 yards, and nine touchdowns. This
move by Jackson also means he will now have to play the
Eagles twice this season. He will potentially help on punt
and kick returns as well, but Garcon and Jackson will be a
combination teams will have to prepare a solid game plan for
in order to stop them. Combined, they had 195 receptions and
2,674 yards receiving last year.

Johnny Manziel to visit Pate pre-draft
It may be the week of April Fools, but there is no joke
about who is coming to visit the New England Patriots
on Wednesday: former Heisman Trophy winner and Texas
A&M quarterback Johnny Manziel. The Patriots have future
Hall-of-Fame quarterback Tom Brady and Ryan Mallet on
the roster, so the odds of them attempting to draft Manziel
are highly unlikely. Teams in the past with franchise
quarterbacks have drafted high to secure their future, like
the Green Bay Packers drafting Aaron Rodgers to eventually
take the place of franchise starter Brett Favre. The Patriots
drafting Manziel is not too far fetched, but it will be difficult
since he is projected to go in the top-10.
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Week of April 2, 2014
Hello Students!
We hope you are all having
a great week! The Student
Government
Association
(SGA) would like to share
some updates from this week.
The
SGA Election has
been completed for the
next
academic
year.
Congratulations to our new
e-board candidates for 2014
2015! Tyler LeBlanc is the
president-elect, Colin Loiselle
is the vice-president-elea,
Dennis Harkins for secretaryelect, and Rakan Alzaydi as
the treasurer-elect. Thank you
to those of you who voted.
In our SGA meeting on
Thursday, March 20, we had
the pleasure of speaking
with President McCarthy
about upcoming plans for the
University including a future
student center, moving NESAD
to the main campus, and plans
for the academic buildings
after the new Somerset
building is complete. We also
congratulated the Senator of

the Month for February, which
is Meg Donnelly. Thank you
for all of your hard work this
month, Meg!
SGA is continuing through the
semester with our Smoking
Campaign “Take Your Butts
Across the Street!” We have had
success so far and look forward
to working closely with students
throughout the semester.
In our SGA meeting Thursday,
March 27, we discussed the
upcoming SGA Awards. We are
very excited about this event!
We also welcomed students
from the University of South
Carolina Aiken, who shared
similar experiences as well as
gave feedback based on our
issues at SuH'olk.
The SGA Commuter Social was
co-sponsored with Program
Council and was a huge success!
Those who attended enjoyed
delicious ice cream with a
variety of toppings.
SGA also held an Alumni Event
on Thursday, March 27, and
included a panel with the SGA
board both past and present.
After the panel, those who
wished to attend, went to Carrie
Nation to eryoy beverages and
refreshments.
Our weekly meetings are every
Thursday in Donahue 311.
As always, if you have any
questions please do not hesitate
to contact us at sga@suffolk.
edu.
Have a great week,
Student Government Association

Common Core does not solve America's
education problems
Ryan Dawson

Journal Contributor

When you are in high
schooi,
everything
but
academics seems to matter
the most. Sports, gossip, and
drama are all things that take
precedent in the mind of a
young student.
More often than not,
students do not take full
advantage of the opportunities
given to them by both state
funded schools and private
schools. Growing up in South
Carolina, I attended just about
every type of high school
imaginable. In five years I
went to four different schools.
The schools I attended were
often at complete opposite
ends of the academic spectrum;
a small private school located
in rural South Carolina, a
prestigious boarding school
nested in the Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina,
a failing public school also
in rural South Carolina, and
finally a large public school in
on the outskirts of Charleston,
South Carolina. By no means
do I consider myself an expert
of education, but my varying
experiences do give me an
insight that most do not have.
I can safely assume that
the majority of students at
Suffolk did not grow up in the
South. I can assure you that
if you thought public schools

Suffolk University

in the North were bad, you
cannot fathom the degree of
failure most public schools in
the South allow. The system
is broken, and it needs to be
fixed.
South
Carolina
has
historically been ranked as a
state with a bottom-tier public
school system. The problem
that faces current public
schools is not confined to a
geographic region of America.
The problem is widespread,
almost like a virus. The United
States has been steadily
declining in global academic
rankings over past years.
According to Daniel Arkin
at NBC News, “The numbers
are even more sobering
when compared among only
the 34 OECD countries. The
United States ranked no. 26 in
math—trailing nations such as
Slovakia, Portugal and Russia.
What’s more, American high
school students dropped to no.
21 in science (from no. 17 in
2009) and slipped to no. 17 in
reading (from no. 14 in 2009),
according to results.”
The OECD, or Organization
for Economic Cooperation
and Development, is a group
consisting of 34 countries.
To be ranked no. 26 and
no. 21 in math and science,
respectively, is nothing short
of an embarrassment.
America at one point was
the global leader in education,
which begs the question, “How
do we restructure the current
education system, so that
we may again lead the world
in education?" The Obama
Administration’s answer to
this question is Common Core.
According to its, “The
Common Core is a set of highquality academic standards
in mathematics and English
language arts/literacy (ELA).’’
The hope of the new federal
academic standards is to raise

overall academic proficiency,
and to raise the proverbial bar
in standards.
Some 45 states originally
agreed to the new standards
in 2009, but more recently,
Indiana has officially opted out
of the program. Why? There
are a myriad of reasons as to
why Indiana has opted out of
program: poor communication
between state and federal
bodies, the ever growing
question of security, because
Common Core would allow
third parties to access certain
information about students,
and a disagreement between
federal standards and state
standards.
The academic standards
that Indiana has set in
motion follow quite closely
with Common Core. ’The only
difference between the two is
Indiana wants a more vigorous
set of standards.
In the end, I believe that
Common Core program just is
not enough. In order to fix this
problem, we cannot simply
throw money at it (which is
what this Common Core bill
seems to propose). Having seen
the worst of the worst as far
as public schools go, I applaud
Indiana. If the state of Indiana
wants to set a higher standard
for education, and not simply
do the bare-minimum in terms
of standards, that is a good
thing.
Every state should strive to
constantly raise the bar, with
the hopes that one day we as
a country may be able to sit
atop the global education
rankings.
With
a
more
educated workforce comes
more innovation and a larger
middle class. And is that not
what America wants? More
innovation, more jobs, larger
middle class, and a populous
that is thoroughly educated.

Walsh fights corruption
From WALSffpage 5
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Find out more: suffolk.edu/summeratsuffolk

because
the
landlord
does not want to pay for
maintenance. The sink does not
work, the heat does not work,
the light does not work. There
are mice in the whole building
and the floor in the living
room is all warped because the
cheap water pipe that should
have been replaced years
ago leaked over winter break
when both my roommate and
I were gone. The curtains are
clearly from the 1960s and the
insolation of the apartment is
worse than a cave from the
stone ages.
And it gets even better
that that - apparently it is
completely ok that a landlord
is in his 90s. Suffolk senior
Jake Athyal was the lucky
tenant.
“My landlord’s bizarre. I’ve

never met him. Spoken to me
a couple times on the phone,
but he’s 92 and doesn’t come
around often. I guess I’m
indifferent to him. He’s never
shown up to our apartment,"
said Athyal.
Hopefully
with
Marty
Walsh in charge the landlord
situation, which for most parts
has been a complete disaster,
will change for the better.
It finally looks like it is all
over for the corrupt parasites
that feed on innocent college
students and other people. The
bad landlords know that they
are cheap and that college
students probably don’t have
time to write a complaint,
well guess what? Game over
- land-rats! Stop ruining
the reputation of the good
landlords out there!

opinion
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Lieutenant Edward J,
Walsh Jr. and firefighter
Michael
R.
Kennedy
tragically lost their lives
attempting to put out the
fire on Beacon Street last
Wednesday. Deputy Fire
Chief Joseph Finn said
at the press briefing that
evening that he had “never
seen a fire travel that fast,
escalate that quickly and
cause such havoc," in his
30 years on the job. Whiie
every firefighter goes into
work each day knowing he
or she couid face a fire such
as the one that started at
298 Beacon St., each deserve
the admiration that the city
has been showing since the
recent biaze,
Boston isn’t perfect but
when tragedies such as this
occur, this city has proven
that it truiy appreciates the
work of law enforcement and
firefighters along with the
sacrifices that each make.
Whiie not aione in
his condoiences, notable
Bostonian and New Engiand
Patriots
quarterback
Tom Brady expressed his
feeiings about the fire on
his Facebook, saying: “On
behalf of my entire family, I
want to extend my deepest
sympathies and condolences
to
the
Boston
Fire
Department and the families

of our brave and seifiess
firefighters who gave their
iives for our protection
and safety today, and to
the entire
firefighting
community who protect us
each and every day. All of
you will be in our thoughts
and prayers."
Brady’s statement was
thoughtful to say the least
but what was a little less
so was the vast media
coverage the photos of him
watching the fire received.
Between
The
Boston
Herald, The Boston Globe
and The Huffington Post
just to name a few outiets,
it aimost seemed as if Brady
was receiving as much
coverage as the actuai fire.
Considering
the
sensationalized coverage of
the Maiaysia Airlines piane
was so recent, it was that
much more uncomfortable
to see the media make such
a big deai of Brady watching
the fire. The quarterback
did what many residents
around Beacon Street did
that day. He reacted the
same way many Bostonians
did that day. It seems in bad
taste to cover his reaction
to a tragedy to that extent
considering peopie were
killed and ii\jured because
of that fire.
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Game Over Landlords: Marty Walsh Fights Corruption
Vassili Stroganov
Sports Editor
With
Marty
Walsh’s
new amendment to initiate
inspections in housing and
rentais, there is still hope
for financially fragile college
students and other people
with low income. No more wiii
landlords exploit the loopholes
of our society. No more
will tenants have to worry
about their landiord showing
up unannounced at their
apartment. In other words fewer code violations!
It is important to point out
that there are good and bad
landlords. ’The ones who do
their job and care about their
tenants should not be worried;
this article is not about you
guys. After reading this you
know exactly whom this social
reflection pertains to.
In the last few years too
many cunning
landlords,
or rather “land-rats,” have
burdened our society and
stowed down the progress of
our beautiful Hub. We live in
a hectic world where the clock
is ticking faster than ever

and the only way to beat the
hourglass is by prioritizing our
many tasks. Certain tasks are
necessary while others occur,
because of incompetence
and/or greed. College can be
a stressful time and having a
bad landlord can extremely
increase students’ “stress-ometers." Suffoik University
alumni Scott Duran ’13, had
a horribie experience with his
landlord when he lived in East
Boston.
“He was the worst. He
showed
up
sometimes
unannounced looking for
money. ’The apartment was
never completed and things
always broke. I will never rent
again," said Duran.
Duran is not the only one
with a negative iandlord
experience. Ever since I started
at Suffolk back in 2010,1 have
heard terrible stories about
landlords allegedly taking
advantage of their tenants
and poisoning the gaps in
our society. I experienced
the frustrations of having
an incompetent and greedy
landiord.
My landlord never made us
an extra key to the apartment.
One time I got home after
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Mayor Marly Walsh
was elected in
November.
a long day at work and all I
wanted to do was pass out.
My landlord sent me a text
message saying that I have to
go to the other side of town
and meet his son in a sketchy
bar in order to to pick up a
spare key to the apartment. ’The
words iazy and irresponsible
could not be emphasized more
in this scenario.
In addition to that, nothing
works in my apartment

See WALSHpage 4

Obama's NSA Bulk Proposal Leaves Major issue in Place
Sam Humphrey

Asst. News Editor
Last Monday, The New York
Times reported that the Obama
administration would soon an
nounce a plan to end the Na
tional Security Agency (NSA)’s
bulk collection of Americans’
telephone data.
However, as news outlets
soon reported, the reform
does little to actually protect
Americans’ privacy and shrink
the surveillance state. This bill
is just a phony show by an Ad
ministration that does not care
about our civil liberties.
Whiie the NSA’s data col
lection program would end,
phone companies would still
be required to coliect custom
ers’ phone data and forward
it to the NSA upon request.
Phone companies do not have
to keep the data longer than
18 months, which is much
shorter than the five years the
federal government currently
requires.
Shortly
after
Edward
Snowden exposed the NSA last
year, Glenn Greenwald and
Ewen MacAskill reported in
The Guardian that the govern
ment had “obtained direct ac
cess to the systems of Google,
Facebook, Apple and other US
internet giants," through its
top-secret PRISM program.
PRISM allows the NSA to in
vestigate users’ search histo
ries, emails, shared files, and

live chat feeds.
As if spying on our phone
calls was not disturbing
enough, the government also
has access to some of our most
personal data. ’The government
could easily use this Orwellian
program to compile profiles
of innocent Americans, even
if they had not visited jihadist
websites or been linked to ter
rorist communications.
Though The Guardian re
ported that the program tar
gets customers “who live
outside the U.S., or those
Americans whose communica
tions include people outside
the U.S.," such a secretive pro
gram with no accountabiiity
could be used far more sin
isterly to spy on anyone with
accounts on some of the most
popular websites.
’The PRISM program not
being addressed in the recent
proposai is a teiiing sign that
Obama and his administration
are not willing to give up the
NSA’s most invasive program,
and therefore are not serious
about baiancing privacy and
security.
Justin Amash (R-MI), a keen
supporter of privacy, may pro
pose an amendment to this
year’s Defense Appropriations
bill that would bar the NSA
from using provisions of the
Patriot Act to justify its bulk
collection. Amash originally
introduced the amendment
last year, but it failed by a slim
margin of 20S-217.
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Snowden leaked millions
of secret files exposing
the NSA's practices.
Last October, Jim Sensenbrenner (R-WI), who helped
author the 2001 Patriot Act,
introduced the USA Freedom
Act and according to his Of
ficial House Website, the Act
plans to “end bulk collection
under 215 of the Patriot Act,”
and wouid require "the gov
ernment to more aggressively
filter and discard information
about Americans accidentally
through PRISM and related
programs.”
Sensenbrenner’s USA Free
dom Act would be a good
start, provided that it applies
to both Americans’ phone and
oniine data. The government
shouid aiso heed the Fourth
Amendment, which protects us
against unreasonable searches
and seizures, and requires the
government to obtain a war
rant before such a search.
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International Criminal Court focus of law school talk
“Treating an international whether the Security Council

Heather Rutherford crime is treating it as an should refer Syria to the ICC,
Journal Staff individual conduct rather than because Russia would not
The civil war in Syria has
removed 9 million people
from their homes and has
killed more than 100,000 in
the escalating conflict. The
clash between those loyal
to President Bashar al-Assad
and his opposition was in the
escalating conflicts sparked by
protests that descended into
violence in March 2011.
There are an estimated 1,000
armed opposition groups, and
they collectively have as many
as 100,000 fighters. While
there are numerous rebel
groups, they appear similar to
groups that have sprung out of
other disastrous conflicts, such
as genocides. The question
may not only be can we, the
United States, prevent such a
disaster, but how?
The concept of dealing with
international criminal law is
fairly new when looking at
the timeline of law practice
throughout
history.
The
International Criminal Court,
or the ICC, is defined as the first
ever permanent, treaty-based,
international criminal tribunal
established to investigate and
try individuals for the most
serious crimes: genocide,
crimes against humanity and
war crimes.

state conduct,” said Natalie
Reid, Esq., from the law firm
Debevioise & Plimtpon in New
York. Reid spoke at Suffolk
University Law School on
Monday about international
law. “The ICC looks and
functions in the way that many
people, including common
lawyers, would
recognize
criminal courts would be.”
The ICC is, however, suffering
growing pains.
The ICC’s treaty-based
structure
imposes
that
individual states who are
signed on oblige to refrain
from “acts which would defeat
the objective and purpose”
until they declare if they intend
not to be a party. Currently,
122 states are signed with the
Statute of the Court. In other
words, “the court can only
exercise its authority over
crimes that are committed by
nationals of or in the territory
of a state party signed onto
the statute,” said Reid. Syria is
not a member state of the ICC.
However, Syria can only
be a part of the ICC if it
refers itself. The UN Security
Council would need to refer
Syria to the ICC in order for
the court to even investigate
any potential violations of
international law. “There has
been quite a discussion about

support such referral," Reid
said, “and the United States is
discussing the creation of an
ad hoc court just to deal with
Syria.”
Ad
hoc
international
tribunals have been created
on a situational basis in the
former Yugoslavia
(ICTY)
and in Rwanda (ICTR) to
prosecute individuals
for
crimes against humanity.
There are two problems posed
for the creation of an ad hoc
tribunal for Syria in order to
avoid jurisdictional conflicts.
Reid explained, “First, this
runs counter to the very
intention of the creation of the
ICC, a single body serving as
universal jurisdiction for these
circumstances. Second, there
is a host of administrative
issues.” Ad hoc tribunals have
certain legitimacy concerns,
where the ICC does not. They
are hugely expensive and
inefficient. Because of this,
they struggle to be relevant
and effective, as seen in a
tribunal case in Lebanon.

Read the rest of this
article online.

Embattled Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad

Suffolk ISSO hosts alumni panel to advise, inspire students
Daniella Marrero
Asst. Int'l Editor

The challenges of the inter
national student do not end at
graduation. Although school
serves as a place to become acculturated with a new home,
the differences in cultures go
beyond the classroom and into
the workplace, where the once
international student becomes
the foreign worker, a fact that
can serve as an advantage or
as the reason to not be hired.
To help our increasing inter
national student population
at Suffolk, the International
Students Services Office (ISSO)
held a panel discussion with
alumni to share the challeng
es, shortcuts, personal advice,
and “unwritten rules of the
American workplace.”
In dealing with cultural
differences at work, Priscilla
Huang (MS Accounting ‘12)
advised students to “find simi
larities between [them] and
Itheirl work environment.” Fo
cusing on the things you have
in common, such as a common
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“Any computer can replace
someone with hard skills.
The art comes from soft skills.”
- Kashif Ahmed (MS Finance ‘98)
professional goal, can help stu
dents adapt and focus in the
workplace, even if there is a
language barrier. Chiara Carnevali (MA Public Relations
‘12) weighed in on finding a
balance between the various
cultures that surround you in

your workplace, adding a story
of the difference she found in
authority figures in Italy and
the U.S.
"In Italy, you can only speak
to your direct manager,” she
said. “There is no real relation
ship between the boss and the

employee.”
When dealing with a U.S.
company, her experience was
different.
“In the U.S.,” she contin
ued, “I have met with a CEO,
who would speak to every em
ployee, shake all of our hands,
and ask if we were having any
problems that we needed to
talk to him about. It was com
pletely different.”
International students that
want to stay in the U.S. after
graduation face the challenge
of finding an employer to hire
them.
“Being an international
student can sometimes be a
stigma," said Ruthly Francois
(BS Biology ‘12). “It is the one
thing you need to say to get
rejected."
However, this should not
discourage students. Francois
shared an anecdote of when
she was applying to intern
ships and found that many
only hired U.S. Citizens or per
manent residents.
“I emailed them and asked
if I could still apply,” Francois
said. “I ended up getting the
position, even though I was in
ternational. I didn’t take it in

the end, but I was glad I asked
anyway.”
When asked about the im
portance and weight of hard
skills versus soft skills, all of
the panelists agreed that soft
skills were the heavier ones
and they said that soft skills
help most in the workplace.
Mark Foulds (GMBA Glob
al Business ‘11) said that al
though technical skills are
important, that “soft skills are
the way you demonstrate your
brand.”
“Any computer," Kashif
Ahmed (MS Finance ‘98) add
ed, “can replace someone with
hard skills. The art comes from
soft skills."
Fortunately for internation
al students, this game may be
in their favor. Carnevali said
that soft skills, or the ability
to reach out and connect with
people, is something that in
ternational students are used
to.
“In a way, being interna
tional gives you soft skills,” she
said. “You come here alone, so
you have to meet and build
relationships with people. We
are used to that."

The Suffolk Journal

Summer housing plans
to draw in students
Ryan Dawson
Journal Contributor
With
summer
right
around the corner, Suffolk
is preparing for another
summer session. Since it was
originally proposed by senior
administration at Suffolk
University,
the
summer
sessions have continually
grown each year, leading to
the addition of affordable
on-campus housing for this
summer's session.
This summer, Suffolk is
expecting between 70 and 100
students to take advantage
of more than 250 reduced
tuition summer classes and
reduced on campus housing.
Housing
for
summer
students comes at attractive
pricing and a convenient
location. This summer the
housing will be located at
the 10 West dorms, which
are located right next to the
Park Street Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority
station. With the recent
closing of Government Center
Station, Park Street station
has effectively become a hub
of public transportation in
downtown Boston.
To qualify for housing,
students must take at least
six credits worth of classes.
“It's a very attractive rate,
when you break it down by
the day, it's $25 dollars,” said
Rod Waters, the director of
residential life at Suffolk.
By nature, many students
have mixed feelings on paying
another expense. Especially,
since most students have little
to no funds to begin with.

which resulted in the creation
of affordable summer courses
and campus housing.
“Depending on what you
may need, it would definitely
be cheaper than living off
campus,” Waters said. “In the
sense of, it already includes:
heat, hot water, cable,
Internet, which for most
students living off-campus it
would be an extra cost.”
While living on campus,
students will also have access
to the Miller Hall Dining
Hall, with the added bonus of
having breakfast included in
the rate of a room.
“I think that students
currently residing in an
apartment, where their lease
goes over the summer, this
is a very attractive option, so
that they would not be tied
to a lease untill September,"
Waters said.
Besides offering reduced
housing and tuition, Suffolk
is working with student
leadership to offer summer
activities for both students
living in the dorms and those
living off-campus. Waters
said. Some of the proposed
events include: Red Sox
games, trips to shopping
outlets, and movie nights in
the dorm. The university will
also be hiring about 20 CAs
(Summer Resident Assistants).
All of the information
regarding summer sessions
can be found at suffolk.edu/
summeratsuffolk.
The university has sent a
school-wide email was sent
to reach out to students in
order to pique their interest
in living on campus this
summer. The deadline for
registering is April 15.
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Gathered at the Law School, Moakley is honored
From MOAKLEYpage 1
Rushing said. “Joe knew that
coming to Boston as an old
city was something people
would like to do.”
Rushing explained that
it was through Moakley and
others' efforts that the city
cleaned places like Faneuil
Hall and the old combat zone,
which is present day Downtown
Crossing. Moakley and Rushing
also worked together to help
several buildings with black
historical ties become part of
the country's national historic
landmarks,
including the
African Meeting House.
“When he got in positions
to
make
decisions,
he
widely supported historic
preservation,” Rushing said.
Much like Rushing, Li
remembered Moakley fondly,
as the two worked together

starting in the early 1970s to
turn the Boston Harbor Islands
from a “dumping ground,”
as Li called it, to a premier
destination.
“Knowing how to work with
independent groups was one
of his biggest traits,” Li said.
When it came time for
Congressman McGovern to
reflect on Moakley's legacy, he
talked of his former boss' work
for Boston but also more than
a few candid conversations
between the two. McGovern
served as a senior staff
member for Moakley from
1981 to 1995.
“He
wanted
smart
development,
historic
preservation and most of all he
wanted to put people to work,”
McGovern said. “There is not
a bridge or road that doesn't

have his fingerprints on it
... I wish he stayed around
a bit longer to see what he
envisioned actually happened.”
McGovern also shared a
private conversation with
Moakley just after the former
Congressman was told that he
had only three months to live.
“I asked Joe if there was
anything I could do for him
or if there was anything he
wanted done. After initially
declining needing anything, he
looked at me and said 'actually.
I'd like that courthouse named
after me. You better get to it
before they give it to one of
the Kennedys.'"
Even 13 years after his
passing, Moakley's legacy can
still be seen all over the city
that he was born and raised in.

What words can do in an oppressive society according to the Phiosophy department
From LANGUAGE page I
interpreted as discriminatory
to a targeted group. The other
interlocutors do not add to
the remark, but remain silent.
Some of the observers may
be unmoved by it, but others,
who belong to the group in
question, will be alerted and
made uncomfortable. The in
terlocutors do not realize their
impact, the observers do not
step in, and those offended by
their remarks add a taily to
their mental chart of society's
negative behaviors.
Ayala analyzed the roles
of each of the actors in such
scenario: the person that said
the harmful comment, the one
affected by it, and the interiocutors that remained siient,
or, in Ayala's own words, “al
lowed the harmful speech to
happen.”
It is true that we may not
always be aware of the full ex
tent of the damage our words
can have, regardless of our in

tentions, inside jokes between
the interlocutors, or actual be
liefs. For the person in charge
of saying the negative remark,
all of these factors are impor
tant, but they are all things
not always easy to detect from
outside of the conversation.
His or her beliefs may not be
accurately reflected by their
words at that moment, but the
potential of the damage the
words can cause to an observer
is not weakened by ambiguity.
For the witnesses of the in
teraction, Ayala broke down
the harm it can cause into
four sections: direct harm if
observer is targeted, the “ab
sorption" of the belief that is
understood, a “piiing-up” ef
fect to those affected, and the
“perpetuation" of the negative
belief into society. The most
explicit one is the damage that
can take place if any of the ob
servers are part of the targeted
group in the discussion or if

they are close to someone who
is. Witnesses are susceptible to
“absorb” that belief that can be
damaging to their own identity
or their relation to others who
fall under the discriminated
group, and if surrounded by
the same remarks constantly,
can "pile up, reinforcing its
dominance and normalizing
it. "
“This is harmful to the
whole society," Ayala said,
“not just a targeted person or
observer.”
Now, what about the oth
er people in the conversation
that remained silent? They,
Ayala argues, have the highest
potential and responsibility to
speak up and clarify any speech
that can misconstrued as hate
speech. Because the conversa
tion inciudes them, and they
are more aware of faaors such
as the beliefs of every inter
locutor, inside jokes, and con
text of the conversation, they

can respond with something to
prevent any harm to be done
on the observers. They can
either take on a “backwardiooking” approach and “cause
harm by omission,” or a “for
ward-looking” approach and
“block the oppression."
Ayaia commented that, as
a society, we have separated
actually doing harm versus al
lowing harm, but both can be
equally destructive.
“We think we have a moral
duty to not do harm, but we
don't think we have a morai
duty to not allow harm. But
to allow is to contribute to the
oppressive system ... Silence
is an element of the complex
structures and behaviors that
oppress society."
Even if the remark in ques
tion was not said with bad in
tentions, and even if all the
parties involved in the con
versation do not support the
meaning that could have made

its way to the observers, the
failure to clarify, or, in another
light, the poor choice of words
could leave someone thinking
you are a racist, sexist, homo
phobe, etc,
“What count is what the
interlocutor does/omits, not
what s/he believes,” she said.
Ayala said that it is the po
tential words can have to harm
others that lead to classifying
an entire society as oppressive.
“We could have a sexist,
racist, and homophobic soci
ety, with no sexists, no rac
ists, and no homophobes,” and
this is because the words we
choose to express ourselves
may not accurately represent
our beliefs.
“A society composed of
good people is not necessarily
a good society," she said. “We
need good practices and be
haviors, too.”
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Brian LeFort remembers Suffolk, Panel reflects, enlightens
campaigns for spot as state rep

on Joe Moakley's legacy

WillSenar
Journal Staff

Alex Hall
Editor-in-Chief

Brian LeFort remembers
serving Suffolk University
as its Student Government
Association President from
2008 to 2010. Being a part
of such a culturally diverse
environment at a young age
helped him gamer skills in
dealing with different issues
and the different people who
bring those to light.
"I had the responsibility
to bring people together on
different issues," said LeFort,
now 25, who is now working
as an aide to Representative
Chris Walsh. "That helped
with interacting with a lot of
different personalities and
lifestyles. I was just exposed to
that early on."
This year, LeFort is a
Democratic candidate for State
Representative of the 13th
Middlesex District. He credits
Walsh for helping him from
supporting his campaign to
giving him advice on what to
expect in the legislature.
LeFort also credits Suffolk
University for helping him get
his feet wet as a freshman when
he got to intern at the State
House. He said being exposed
to such a diverse population
at Suffolk helped him truly
understand his beliefs.
Suffolk University helped
LeFort realize that he truly
wanted a career in politics. By
graduation, he joined Walsh’s
campaign and he saw what it
was like to be in the legislature.
One of the appeals of
Suffolk is that its campus
is in the heart of the city of
Boston and LeFort feels that as
a government major, Suffolk
can truly give students the
experience and opportunities
needed to succeed in the field,
the way he feels he did.
LeFort learned of his love
for public service from the
values instilled in him by
his parents. His father was a
firefighter in Waltham for 24
years.
He believes service given by
police officers, firefighters, and
soldiers is the ultimate kind of
public service and stated that

From his work helping
preserve historical buildings
and Dorchester Heights, to
his hand in City Hall’s current
location, late Congressman Joe
Moakley, who lived his entire
life in South Boston, was in the
room during many discussions
that helped shape Boston.
“He viewed his legacy as
helping the people of this
city," said Congressman Jim
McGovern at last week’s panel
discussing Moakley’s legacy of
transforming Boston, held at
Suffolk University Law School.
“People come from all over
the state, the country and
the world to visit Boston and
are amazed at the history and

culture of this city. Joe had a
role in all of that."
Moakley
served
Massachusetts 42 years as
both a state representative and
Congressman, respectively. He
died from leukemia in 2001.
McGovern was joined by
Massachusetts Representative
Byron Rushing, Boston Harbor
Association President Vivien Li
and Moakley biographer Mark
R. Schneider on the panel.
Each discussed their own
friendship and interactions
with the Suffolk Law alum
over his years in politics and
his influence on the Hub.
“It’s hard for people that
have come to Boston in the
past 10 to 20 years to see it,
but Boston almost didn’t have
any 19th century buildings,”

See MOAKLEYpage 2
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LeForf was SGA president from 2008 - 2010.

“I’d like to be one of the young
people who get involved from
within who try to move the
commonwealth forward.”

Lf'.
-Brian LeFort
him joining legislature is his
way to serve as well. He wants
to be one of the members
of this generation making a
difference from within the
system.
“Young people get involved
with campaigns and vote and
get involved with organizations
who lobby our lawmakers,"
said LeFort. “I’d like to be one
of the young people who get
involved from within who try
to move the commonwealth
forward."
LeFort spoke gingerly of his
love for being able to advocate
for people and said he credits
Suffolk government professors
Brian Conley and Rachel Cobb
for giving him such great
perspective when it comes to
politics and government.
LeFort is employing a
grassroots
campaign
not

unlike his at Suffolk.
Being SGA president, LeFort
was able to improve his skills
in talking to different people
whether it was in a conference
or meeting or even a one-onone talk.
Now, LeFort hopes to get to
know the people of his district
better with this approach
and maybe come up with
strategies to help improve the
commonwealth.
Dealing with a myriad of
issues is not new to him. He
had to deal with different
personalities at Suffolk during
his stint as SGA president and
now as the legislative aide to
Representative Chris Walsh, he
constantly deals with different
problems presented to him on
a day-to-day basis.

Photo courtesy of the John Joseph Moakley Archive institute

Left to right: Jim McGovern, Byron Rushing,
Mark R. Schneider, Lawrence DiCara

Philosophy deparImenl
discusses harmful language
Daniella Marrero
Asst. Int'l Editor
Imagine a racist society with
no racist people in it. Imagine
a society where women are
discriminated daily, but every
single citizen is a raging femi
nist. As part of the Philosophy
Colloquium Series, Saray Ayala-Lopez from the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology
and Universidad Carlos III de
Madrid joined Suffolk’s philos
ophy department in a gripping
discussion on how our choice

of words can contribute to an
oppressive society, as well as
our roles and responsibilities
that take part in it.
The problems arise when a
group of people (the interlocu
tors) have a conversation on a
sensitive topic that is audible
to the strangers around them
(the observers). The people in
dialogue may be having a casu
al conversation on a topic that
is seemingly uninteresting, un
til one of them makes a side
comment or joke that can be

See LANGUAGE page 2

